The possibilities of curvature of space-time in the metric of quantum states are investigated. The curvature of the metric corresponding to a wave function of Hydrogen atom is determined. Also, Einstein tensor is described for a given quantum state.
1.Introduction
The possible applications of the metric of quantum states in the configuration space calculated by Aalok et al [1] , are investigated in this letter. Physicists often attempt to describe the gravity of stars, galaxies and the Universe. Now, it is worth asking what is the curvature of the space-time corresponding to an object like Hydrogen atom. How the quantum understanding of Hydrogen atom accommodates with the general theory of relativity? The present study is an attempt to investigate this aspect of gravitation in the light of study of quantum evolution [1] .
In the construction of classical theory of gravitation in General Relativity, we recognize certain significant stages viz., (i) definition of manifold (ii) formulation of metric tensor (iii) description of parallel transport and geodesics, and lastly (iv) formulation of curvature tensor and Einstein's field equation [2] . In the studies of quantum evolution also, all these ideas pertaining to gravity have been revisited. Although, they are not identified exactly with quantum gravity but they are coming up nevertheless in the same manner in which general theory of relativity was developed. However, it cannot be called quantization of gravity, but it does lead to better understanding of quantum nature of gravity. During past few years many geometric concepts relevant to understanding of quantum nature of gravity have been discovered in the study of quantum evolution, for example concepts like 'length', 'distance' and 'geometric phases', have been described in these studies [3] [4] . The metric of quantum state space has been formulated [3] [4] [5] . Also, the metric of quantum states has been described in the configuration space [1] . Manifold and spherical manifold has been described in the study of quantum evolution [5] [6] and also, parallel transport and geodesic formulation has been explored [7] . Presently, in search of quantum nature of gravity various perturbative and nonperturbative approaches are in progress such as: nonperturbative approach to quantum gravity in search of quantum structure of space-time, initiated by Ashtekar and others [8] , theory of super gravity [9] , and Hawking's path of bridging classical and quantum theories of gravitation [10] [11] . And many diverse and non-standard attempts are going on. And yet there is scope for exploring the nature of geometric and gravitational properties associated with physical objects identified by their respective quantum states. In this letter we analyze and explore the possible applications of the metric tensor [1] in the premise of General Theory of Relativity. We believe that these studies of quantum evolution will lead us to a better understanding of quantum nature of gravity.
Curvature in quantum evolution
In the study of quantum evolution the metric of quantum states in the configuration space has been obtained [1] as:
And the corresponding invariant ds is given by [1] :
If we choose to write this line element in a specific fashion, e.g. in the polar co-ordinates ( ) t r , , , ϕ θ with signature (+, +, +, -), the aforesaid expression appears as:
We can compare this metric with any other generalized metric defined in the same coordinates and with the same signature. Thus, we examine and analyze its relevance by comparing it with Robertson-Walker line element, which represents a metric evolving with time:
The comparison of µν g from (3) with (4) implies:
and
which implies
Thus we can calculate curvature k, which obviously depends upon the nature of the wave function Ψ and the scale factor S(t).
Also we find that
To illustrate an example, we calculate curvature of the metric corresponding to a wave function Ψ of Hydrogen atom, as described in [1] 
The comparison of the equation (4) 
Therefore
We notice that the expression of k in equation (13) To change this into quantum mechanical expression we make following transformation:
Einstein tensor and Einstein's equation
we get
and similarly 
Alternatively, with the knowledge of metric tensor in quantum mechanical form we can express energy momentum tensor as a metric derivative of action S, which can be calculated for a given state as: 
